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Basic Features          Attention for best performance          
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User manual

user manual user manual

1. To obtain the best performance, please read the operation 
instruction carefully and keep it for future reference. 

2. Please install the production in a dry place with good ventilation, 
avoiding direct sunlight, vibration, wet and cold, and keep away 
from heat source and dust 

3. Please keep the product far from motor, transformer, and other 
electronic equipment to avoid disturbance 

4. The product shall not be exposed to large temperature variations 
or high humidity, in order to prevent condensation occurring inside 

5. The following objects shall never put on the product 
1) Sporadic components, since they will cause damage and 

discoloration to the product surface 
2) Burning objects(such as candles), since they may cause fire, 

damage to the product, and personal injury 
3) Containers holding liquid, since liquid will cause electric shock 

to the user and damage to the product once containers 
overturn. 

6. For heat dissipation, never cover the product with the objects like 
paper, table cloth and curtain. The rise of the inner temperature of 
the product may cause fire, damage to the product and personal 
injure. 

7. Never install the product in a place where external objects may 
drop and liquid may splash. 

8. When unplugging the USB cable ,please hold the plug part and 
never pull the cable 

9. Keep the hand dry when using USB cable, which may cause fire, 
electric shock, damage, short circuit and open circuit. 

10. Never loosen screws of the product at will, which may cause poor 
sealing and influence the quality and effect. 

11. Never try to repair the product by yourself, if any problems, please 
contact your dealer. 
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1. Internet conference call:
After successful connection, open your computer instant 
communication software for real time calling

2. Volume adjustment
Adjust appropriate volume by "vol+" and "vol-" on the host

3. Microphone mute button
Mute the microphone on and off via the microphone mute 
button

4. Speaker mute button.
Mute the speaker on and off via the speaker mute button

5. External audio equipment
The ASP-04 can be used as an external loudspeaker device 
for computers to play  corresponding audio 

6. LED indicator
The LED status indicator displays the working status of the 
host in real time

7. Support headphones to play audio
Connecting to the 3.5mm audio interface will turn off the 
loudspeaker and the headphones can produce the sound

8.2.4 G wireless communication
Both connection between computer and speaker is by 2.4 G 
wireless adapter

ASP-04 Wireless Speakerphone




